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HIGHLIGHTS (1-15)
1. 200 Minutes of Danger (Jack Heath) 
$14.99 $11.99
10 STORIES 10 DANGEROUS SITUATIONS 10 BRAVE KIDS 20 MINUTES TO ESCAPE Quinn
gets thrown overboard into an icy ocean. Can he outwit the circling shark? Ashling is watching
a history-making science experiment-but it’s about to go horribly wrong . . . Oscar hides from
two secret agents while something much more dangerous hunts all three of them! Ages 10+
Short Stories-Action-Adventure-Thriller
2. 300 Minutes of Danger 
3. 400 Minutes of Danger 
4. 500 Minutes of Danger 
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$12.99 $11.70
$12.99 $11.70
$12.99 $11.70

5. A
 gainst All Odds: The Inside Account of the Thai Cave Rescue
(Richard Harris and Crag Challen) 
$34.99 $31.50
In June 2018, for seventeen days, the world watched and held its breath as the Wild Boars
soccer team were trapped deep in a cave in Thailand. Marooned beyond flooded cave passages
after unexpected rains, they were finally rescued, one-by-one, against almost impossible odds,
by an international cave-diving team which included Australians Dr Richard Harris and Dr Craig
Challen. These two men were chosen for their medical expertise and cave diving knowledge, but
this dangerous rescue asked so much more of them. They had to remain calm under extreme
pressure and intense scrutiny, adapt to constantly changing circumstances and importantly, build
trust among the rescue team and with the young boys and their coach, whose lives were in their
hands. Here is the story of these two Australian men who became international heroes - it is a
story of determination, cunning and triumph that will long be remembered. Ages 16+
6. Ali Cross (James Patterson) 
$19.99 $18.00
Alex Cross, the brilliant DC detective who never loses a case. Ali Cross, the tenacious twelve-yearold who’s determined to follow in his father’s footsteps. Ali knew Gabe Qualls better than anyone, so
when his friend goes missing, Ali jumps right into action. Being Alex Cross’s son has taught him the
values he needs to solve the mystery- intelligence, persistence, and logic. One thing he didn’t inherit?
Patience. Because Ali knows that with every day that passes without the police finding Gabe, the
less likely it is that he’ll ever be found. And being Alex Cross’s son, he refuses to accept those odds
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7. Havenfall (Sara Holland) 
$16.99 $15.30
Maddie loves spending summers at her uncle’s Inn at Havenfall. But the Inn is much more
than a Maddie’s safe haven, and life in Havenfall isn’t without its secrets. Beneath the beautiful,
sprawling manor in Colorado lie hidden gateways to other worlds, some long-sealed by ancient
magic. When a body is found on the grounds, the volatile peace brokered between these worlds
is irrevocably compromised. What’s worse is that Maddie’s friend Brekken stands accused of
the murder. With everything she loves at stake, Maddie must confront shocking truths about the
dangers lurking beneath Havenfall and discover who she really is. Ages 14+ Fantasy-MagicRomance-Suspense
8. H
 oudini the Handcuff King: Graphic Novel
(Jason Lutes and Nick Bertozzi) 
$24.99 $22.50
Harry Houdini mesmerized a generation of Americans when he was alive, and continues to do
so over ninety years since his death. This is a snapshot of Houdini’s life, centering on one of
his most famous feats. As Houdini prepares for a death-defying leap into the icy Charles River
in Boston, biographer Jason Lutes and artist Nick Bertozzi reveal Houdini’s life and influence:
from the anti-Semitism Houdini fought all his life, to the adulation of the American public; from
his hounding by the press, to his loving relationship with his wife Bess; from his egoism to his
insecurity; from his public persona--to the secret behind his most amazing trick! And it’s all in
graphic form, so it’s fresh, original, and unlike anything previously published about this most
fascinating of American showmen. Ages 11+
9. J
 ane Doe Chronicles #2: Jane Doe and the Key of All Souls
(Jeremy Lachlan)
$19.99 $15.99
Jane Doe is in more danger than ever before. Her father is still imprisoned. The Manor – the
hallowed world between worlds – is still dying. The villainous Roth is still searching for the
mythical, all-powerful Cradle Sea. Worst of all, Jane has learned that she is the key to stopping
him and saving the Otherworlds. Problem is, she’s stranded in the dying land of Arakaan –
Roth’s home – and its people have some surprising secrets of their own. With a little help from
her pyromaniac pal, Violet, and her doubtful ally, Hickory, Jane must find the courage to accept
her destiny and face her darkest fears, even if it means losing everything she holds dear. From
the desolate plains of Arakaan to the shifting halls and devious booby traps of the Manor, Jane’s
Cradle quest is about to explode. Ages 11+
10. Jane Doe and the Cradle of All Worlds #1 

$19.99 $18.00
$16.99 $15.30

11. PS I Still Love You (Jenny Han)
Lara Jean didn’t expect to really fall for Peter. She and Peter were just pretending. Except
suddenly they weren’t. Now Lara Jean is more confused than ever. When another boy from her
past returns to her life, Lara Jean’s feelings for him return too. Can a girl be in love with two
boys at once? In this charming and heartfelt sequel to the New York Times bestseller To All the
Boys I’ve Loved Before, we see first love through the eyes of the unforgettable Lara Jean. Love
is never easy, but maybe that’s part of what makes it so amazing. Ages 14+
12. To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before 
$16.99 $15.30
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13. See Through Me (Kevin Brooks) 
$19.99 $18.00
When fifteen-year-old Kenzie wakes up in hospital in a darkened room, she’s in the dark about what has happened to her too. The doctors break
the devastating news that she has been struck down by a rare genetic condition that makes her skin transparent, revealing everything inside of
her. Kenzie feels repellent to look at. But when a medical photo of her is leaked and goes viral, the press attention is massive. How can Kenzie live
like this, when she doesn’t want to be seen at all? Can a boy who can’t even see her be the one to help her to find the answers…? Ages 14+
14. Sports Book 5th Edition, The (Dorling Kindersley) 
$39.99 $36.00
The ultimate guide to sports, this book is the perfect reference for the Tokyo Olympics in 2020 - an amazing year for sport. Discover the origins,
rules, and key players for more than 200 sports - from equestrian sports, athletics and gymnastics to winter sports and extreme sports. Learn
the key skills and tactics of the world’s best competitors, along with the latest facts and statistics, including updated world and Olympic records.
15. Twin, The (Natasha Preston) 
$18.99 $17.10
After their parents divorced, 10-year-old twins Ivy and Iris were split up--Ivy lived with Dad, Iris with Mom. Now, after a tragic accident takes their
mom’s life, the twins are reunited and Iris moves in with Ivy and their dad. Devastated over Mom’s death, Iris spends the first few weeks in almost
total silence--the only person she will speak to is Ivy. Iris feels her life is over and she doesn’t know what to do. Emmy promises her twin that she
can share her life now. After all, they’re sisters. Twins. It’s a promise that Iris takes seriously. And before long, Ivy’s friends, her life at school, and
her boyfriend, Tyler, fall under Iris’s spell. Slowly, Ivy realizes she’s being pushed out of her own life. But she’s just being paranoid, right? And Mom’s
accident was . . . just an accident. Right? It’s not like she--or Dad--or Tyler--are in any danger. Ages 14+ Thriller-Suspense-Psychological

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (16-36)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

16. Being Black ‘N Chicken and Chips (Matt Okine) 
$29.99 $27.00
Mike Amon is a regular teenager. All he wants is to fit in. He wants to sit at the cool bench. He wants to be a star athlete. He wants his first kiss.
He also wants his mum to survive. When his mum is suddenly diagnosed with advanced breast and brain cancer, Mike knows it’s a long shot,
but if he manages to achieve his dreams, maybe it’ll give his mum enough strength to beat an incurable disease. In the meantime, he has to live
with his African dad whom he doesn’t really know, a man who has strange foreign ways - and who Mike doesn’t really feel comfortable sharing
his teenage desires and deepest fears with. He doesn’t even want to think about what it might mean if his mum never comes home from the
hospital. Based on his award-winning stand-up show, and the loss of his own mother when he was 12, Matt Okine’s coming-of-age novel, Being
Black n Chicken and Chips, is a funny, heart-warming, and sometimes surreal look at how young people deal with grief, the loss of loved ones,
and becoming an adult - all whilst desperately trying to fit in with the other kids. Racism-Grief-Coming of Age-Humour Ages 16+
17. EBoy #1: Lightning Strike (Anh Do) 
$14.99 $11.99
Ethan is supposed to be doing regular teenage things - like playing sports and hanging out with friends. He is not supposed to be in hospital
getting a brain tumour removed by Gemini, a high-tech android doctor. But just as the operation begins, the medical facility is hit by an unusual
bolt of lightning. When Ethan wakes up he discovers that things are different. He’s always been good with computers, but now his skills are nextlevel. Ethan almost feels like he’s…part of the machine. And what about the android Gemini? If Ethan is now part robot, does that make the robot
part human? Ethan will need all his new skills just to stay alive. Ages 10+
18. Emergency Rescue Angel (Cate Whittle) 
$16.99 $15.30
Life has returned to routine for Mitch. Mostly. He’s had to find a new kind of normal after his dad drowned, saving a local kid. But now there’s
a new girl in Mitch’s class and she is stirring things up. Her name is Max, she dresses a bit goth, and suddenly seems to be everywhere. One
night, Mitch sees Max and she looks different. She has ... wings. Big feathery wings. Surely he must have dreamt it. But no. It turns out Max is
an angel but not quite how you’d imagine one. She is Mitch’s emergency rescue angel, and just the kind of friend you want on your side when
life gets tricky. Ages 10+
19. Long-Distance Playlist, The (Tara Eglington) 
$19.99 $18.00
Told primarily in instant messenger conversations, Skype, emails and texts, this is Jaclyn Moriarty’s Feeling Sorry for Celia for the modern teen.
Taylor and Isolde used to be best friends - before THAT FIGHT, 18 months ago. It’s been radio silence ever since - until Taylor contacts Isolde to
sympathise with her breakup: the breakup that she never saw coming; the breakup that destroyed her confidence and ended her dreams of joining
the National Ballet School. Taylor’s had his own share of challenges, including a life-altering accident that has brought his hopes of competing
at the Winter Olympics to a halt. Isolde responds to Taylor, to be polite. But what starts out as heartbreak-themed Spotify playlists and shared
stories of exes quickly becomes something more. And as Taylor and Isolde start to lean on each other, the distance between them begins to feel
not so distant after all ...A boy. A girl. A one-of-a-kind friendship. Cross-country convos and middle-of-the-night playlists. With big dreams come
even bigger challenges. Ages 14+
20. Matilda Saga #9: Clancy of the Overflow (Jackie French) 
$29.99 $27.00
rom Australia’s best-loved storyteller comes the final book in the bestselling Matilda Saga This is a love song to our nation, told in a single sweeping
story Jed Kelly has finally persuaded her great aunt Nancy to tell the story of her grandparents. The tale that unfolds is one of Australia’s greatest
romances - that of Clancy of the Overflow, who gave up everything for Rose, the woman he adored, and yet still gained all he’d lost and more.
But Nancy’s story is not the history that Jed expects. More tales lurk behind the folklore that surrounds Clancy - the stories of the women hidden
in Australia’s long history, who forged a nation and whose voices need to be heard. It is also a story of many kinds of love. Clancy’s growing
passion for the bush, immortalised in Paterson’s poem, which speaks to him in the ripple of the river and the song of the stars, and Nancy’s need
to pass on her deep understanding of her country. But perhaps the most moving love story of all is the one that never happened, between Matilda
O’Halloran and Clancy of the Overflow. And as Jed brings all of these stories to life in her book, Matilda and Clancy will once again waltz beside
the river and the forgotten will be given a new voice. Ages 16+
All other books in the Matilda Saga listed below at
21.
22.
23.
24.

Waltz for Matilda, A #1
Girl from Snowy River, The #2
Road to Gundagai, The #3
To Love a Sunburnt Country #4

25.
26.
27.
28.

$19.99 $18.00ea

Ghost by the Billabong, The #5
If Blood Should Stain the Wattle #6
Facing the Flame #7
Last Dingo Summer, The #8

29. My Australian Story: Gallipoli (Alan Tucker)
$16.99 $15.30
The attack has been timed to the minute. Thirty minutes from now well climb down the rope ladders in to the lighters and find our seat. I’m one of
the lucky ones. I’ve been chosen as one of the 500 men from my battalion who will be in the first wave to land... The Turks won’t know what’s hit
them... Two miles inland is our goal. Lying about his age, and looking for adventure, 14-year-old Victor March enlists in the 10th Battalion of the AIF
to fight in the Great War. Victor and his new mates, Fish, Needle and Robbo, are headed for the Gallipoli peninsula and into battle. He is among
the first soldiers to land at Anzac Cove on 25 April 1915, and the world as he knows it is about to change. In his diary, Victor records the horrors
of war, his friendships, his fears and the story of Australia’s most legendary military campaign. For all titles in this series type MY AUSTRALIAN
STORY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Ages 11+
30. My Australian Story: Heroes of Tobruk (David Mulligan) 
$16.99 $15.30
It is 1940, and sixteen-year-old Peter Fullerton and his best mate Tony Cantonelli lie about their age to enlist in the army. Tony also lies about
his surname Australia is at war with Italy, and suspicion has been added to the racism he already encounters. Heroes of Tobruk follows these
characters from the outbreak of war, through military training to the Siege of Tobruk. Meticulously researched, it combines historical detail
and factual information about World War II with a very powerful personal story. For all titles in this series type MY AUSTRALIAN STORY in
the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Ages 11+
31. Man in the Water (David Burton)
$19.95 $17.96
When 16-year-old Shaun discovers a dead body in the lake of a quiet mining town in outback Queensland, he immediately reports it to the
police. But when he returns to the site with the constable, the body is gone. Shaun’s father drowned a few years ago, and now his mum and
the authorities questions whether he saw a body at all. Determined to show the town the truth, Shaun and his best friend, Will, open their own
investigation. But what they discover is far more sinister than a mining mishap or a murder, and reveals a darkness below the surface of their small
mining town. Ages 14+ Death/Bereavement-FamilyUnit-School-Rural-Mystery-Mental Health
2
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32. New Kind of Everything, A (Richard Yaxley) 
$18.99 $17.10
After their father’s reckless death, the Gallagher family must find new directions. Dinny’s mum finds a new form of freedom, but the paths the boys
are choosing are pointing them in dangerous directions. Fourteen-year-old Dinny is in danger of repeating his father’s behaviour, and his older
brother Carl sees an opportunity for independence. But when Carl becomes involved in the aggressive agenda of an anti-immigration group, a
different crisis develops, leading the family to tragedy, insight, and rebirth. Ages 14+
33. Red Day (Sandy Fussell) 
$17.99 $16.20
Set in a modern-day small town among the remnants of a Japanese POW camp, this is the story of Charlie. Charlie has synaesthesia and hence
sees and hears differently: people have auras; days of the week are coloured; numbers and letters have attitudes. But when Charlie meets
Japanese exchange student Kenichi, her senses intensify and she experiences flashbacks, nausea, and hears unfamiliar voices in her head pulling
her back to the town’s violent past. Ages 10+
34. Rise of the Mythix #1: Golden Unicorn (Anh Do) 
$14.99 $13.50
Some heroes are legends. Some legends are real. Kelly Swift is trying hard to be an average teenager, to fit in. But every day her powers are
growing: she can run faster than the wind, she can hear people’s thoughts, she is not normal. Whe n her mother is taken by the Soul Collector,
Kelly can’t linger in the shadows any longer. But who is she really? Can she be the one in the prophecy? Is she...the Golden Unicorn? Ages 10+
35. This is How We Change the Ending (Vikki Wakefield) 
$19.99 $18.00
Sixteen-year-old Nate McKee is doing his best to be invisible. He’s worried about a lot of things-how his dad treats Nance and his twin halfbrothers; the hydro crop growing in his bedroom; the way his friend Merrick always drags him into fights. And he has never forgiven his mother
for leaving. But none of it is his fight, right? He’s just waiting for his time. Nate hangs out at YouthWorks, the local youth centre threatened with
closure, and fills his notebooks with the things he can’t say. But when some of his pages are stolen and his words are graffitied on the wall of the
centre, Nate realises he has allies. He might be able to make a difference, change his life, and claim his future. Ages 15+
36. Vanishing Deep, The (Astrid Scholte) 
$19.99 $18.00
Two sisters. One dangerous secret. Twenty-four hours to uncover the truth. Seventeen-year-old Tempest was born into a world of water. The most
skilled diver on the Equinox Reef, she searches drowned cities with her older sister Elysea, seeking out old world treasures to trade for Notes. After
Elysea mysteriously drowns, Tempest scavenges the ruins alone, driven to collect enough Notes to buy her sister’s life for 24 hours, and to finally
learn the secret she had kept until her last breath. However, once revived, Elysea convinces Tempest to break her out of the Palindromena research
facility and they embark on a dangerous journey to discover the truth about their parents’ death. But they’re pursued by two Palindromena
employees desperate to find them before Elysea’s time is up, and to prevent them from uncovering the secrets behind the revival process and the
true cost of restored lives. Dead or living, everyone must pay the price. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Mystery-Thriller-Siblings-Sisters

OVERSEAS NOVELS (37-114)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

37. 19 Love Songs (David Levithan) 
$19.99 $18.00
A resentful member of a high school Quiz Bowl team with an unrequited crush. A Valentine’s Day in the life of Every Day’s protagonist ‘A’. A return
to the characters of Two Boys Kissing. 19 Love Songs, from New York Times bestselling author David Levithan, delivers all of these stories and
more. Born from Levithan’s tradition of writing a story for his friends each Valentine’s Day, this collection brings all of them to his readers for the
first time. With fiction, nonfiction, and a story in verse, there’s something for every reader here. Witty, romantic, and honest, teens (and adults) will
come to this collection not only on Valentine’s Day, but all year round. Ages 15+ LGBTQIA-Friendship-Relationships-Romance
38. And the Stars Were Burning Brightly (Danielle Jawando)
$17.99 $16.20
When fifteen-year-old Nathan discovers that his older brother Al, has taken his own life, his whole world is torn apart. Al was special. Al was
talented. Al was full of passion and light ... so why did he do it? Convinced that his brother was in trouble, Nathan decides to retrace Al’s footsteps.
As he does, he meets Megan, Al’s former classmate, who is as determined as Nathan to keep Al’s memory alive. Together they start seeking
answers, but will either of them be able to handle the truth about Al’s death when they eventually discover what happened? An extraordinary
novel about loss, understanding and the importance of speaking up when all you want to do is shut down, from an incredible new talent. Ages
15+ Suicide-Relationships
39. Are You Watching? (Ralph Voncent)
$16.99 $15.30
Ten years ago, Jess’s mother was murdered by the Magpie Man. She was the first of his victims but not the last. Now Jess is the star of a
YouTube reality series and she’s using it to catch the killer once and for all. The whole world is watching her every move. And so is the Magpie
Man. Ages 15+
40. Ash Princess #3: Ember Queen (Laura Sebastian) 
$18.99 $17.10
Princess Theodosia was a prisoner in her own country for a decade. Renamed the Ash Princess, she endured relentless abuse and ridicule from
the Kaiser and his court. But though she wore a crown of ashes, there is fire in Theo’s blood. As the rightful heir to the Astrean crown, it runs
in her veins. And if she learned nothing else from her mother, she learned that a Queen never cowers. Now free, with a misfit army of rebels to
back her, Theo must liberate her enslaved people and face a terrifying new enemy: the new Kaiserin. Imbued with a magic no one understands,
the Kaiserin is determined to burn down anyone and everything in her way. With more at stake than ever, Theo must learn to embrace her own
power if she has any hope of standing against the girl she once called her heart’s sister. Ages 15+
41. Ash Princess #1 $16.99 $15.30		
42. Lady Smoke #2 $16.99 $15.30
43. Between, The (David Hofmeyr)
$16.99 $15.30
‘Forget everything you think you know . . .’Ana Moon’s world has turned upside down. Her best friend Bea has vanished. Her house has changed.
Her parents have become strangers. Enter the mysterious Malik, who tells Ana she has Fallen into a world that is not her own - one of seven
versions of Earth she must cross to get Bea back. Guided by Malik and his Pathfinders, Ana sets off on a journey that will force her to question
everything she believes about the universe. Lying in wait are the sinister Order, monstrous Reapers and a rogue Pathfinder bent on finding the
elusive seventh world - and who will destroy anyone who stands against them. To find Bea, Ana must unlearn everything she knows and master
her own Pathfinder powers. If she fails, it won’t just be her best friend that’s lost forever... Ages 14+
44. Bookshop Girl in Paris #3 (Chloe Coles)
$14.99 $13.50ea
Paige Turner is at work at Bennetts Bookshop when her manager makes an exciting announcement: ‘An amazing opportunity has arisen! Some
of you may have heard of the famous “Books Are Magic” bookshop in Paris . . .’ OMG yes! Paige knows all about it and her mind flickers with
dreams of those iconic sights, all based on old films, black and white Instagram posts . . . and French GCSE textbooks. Just THINK of all the
arty-farty culture she’d get to soak up! There’s just a slight problem: everybody who works in Bennetts is desperate to be picked, including Holly.
So just how much is Paige willing to compromise in order to go? Ages 14+
45. Bookshop Girl #1		
46. Bookshop Girl: Life’s A Beach #2
47. Break the Fall (Jennifer Lacopelli)
$16.99 $15.30
A fiercely told survivorship novel about one girl’s determination to push her body to win gold at the Olympics, and the power of uniting as women
to speak out. The only thing seventeen-year-old Audrey Lee dreams about is swinging her way to Olympic glory. Nothing is going to stop her,
not even the agony in her back. Every spasm and ache will be worth it once she has that gold medal around her neck. But none of her training
prepares her for her coach being led away in handcuffs, accused by a fellow gymnast of the unthinkable. No one knows what, or who to believe
and Audrey’s teammates go into meltdown. As the Olympic torch closes in, Audrey has no idea who to trust, let alone what life holds after her
final dismount. The only thing she can do is hope that in the end, belief in herself and what’s left of her team, will be enough for gold. Ages 14+
Sport-Olympic Games-Gymnastics-Endurance-Sexual Assault-Survival
48. Butterfly Yellow (Thanhha Lai) 
$19.95 $17.96
Hang doesn’t believe in adventures. There are steps that must be done, and once done, another step awaits. The last step, after six years of
minute planning by her grandmother, is a bus ride away. In A-ma-ri-lo her baby brother has to be waiting. In her imaginings, he is always waiting.
National Book Award and Newbery Honor-winning author Thanhh Lai makes her young adult debut in this deeply moving story of courage,
redemption, friendship, family and new beginnings. Ages 14+ Refugees and Migration-Family Unit-Grief-Belonging-Growing Up
3
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49. Charlotte Bronte Before Jane Eyre: Graphic Novel (Glynnis Fawkes) 
$24.99 $22.50
Charlotte Bronte’s JANE EYRE is a beloved classic, celebrated today by readers of all ages and revered as a masterwork of literary prowess.
But what of the famous writer herself? Originally published under the pseudonym of Currer Bell, JANE EYRE was born out of a magnificent, vivid
imagination, a deep cultivation of skill, and immense personal hardship and tragedy. Charlotte, like her sisters Emily and Anne, was passionate
about her work. She sought to cast an empathetic lens on characters often ignored by popular literature of the time, questioning societal
assumptions with a sharp intellect and changing forever the landscape of western literature. With an introduction by Alison Bechdel, CHARLOTTE
BRONTE BEFORE JANE EYRE presents a stunning examination of a woman who battled against the odds to make her voice heard. Ages 11+
50. Chosen (Kiersten White) 
$17.99 $16.20ea
Now that Nina has turned the Watcher’s Castle into a utopia for hurt and lonely demons, she’s still waiting for the utopia part to kick in. With her sister
Artemis gone and only a few people remaining at the castle-including her still-distant mother-Nina has her hands full. Plus, though she gained back her
Slayer powers from Leo, they’re not feeling quite right after being held by the seriously evil succubus Eve, a.k.a. fake Watcher’s Council member and
Leo’s mom. And while Nina is dealing with the darkness inside, there’s also a new threat on the outside, portended by an odd triangle symbol that seems
to be popping up everywhere, in connection with Sean’s demon drug ring as well as someone a bit closer to home. Because one near-apocalypse just
isn’t enough, right? The darkness always finds you. And once again, it’s coming for the Slayer. Set in the world of Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Ages 15+
51. Slayer #1
52. Cold Falling White (Gabrielle Prendergast) 
$19.99 $18.00
Liu survived the end of the world-just barely. For more than a year he has outsmarted, hidden from, and otherwise avoided the ruthless alien
invaders, the Nahx, dodging the deadly darts that have claimed so many of his friends. When the murder of his friend Raven leaves him in the
protective company of August, a rebellious Nahx soldier, Xander is finally able to make his way back to human controlled territory and relative
safety. But safety amongst the humans is not what it seems. Nothing is anymore. Raven remembers dying in the arms of August. She remembers
the pain, and the way he cried as she faded away. But months later when she wakes up on a wide expanse of snowy sand dunes, shackled
to a boy she thought was dead too, she has a lot of questions. What has happened to her and the other reanimated humans gathered on the
dunes? What is the meaning of the Nahx ships that hover ominously above them? And most pressing of all, where is August, who promised to
keep her safe? In the shadow of an unforgiving Canadian winter, Xander and Raven find themselves on opposite sides of an alien war neither of
them signed up for. Left with little choice about their roles in the great battle that now seems inevitable, they search for answers and allies, all while
feeling inexorably drawn back the place it seems their respective fates were determined, and to the one who determined them: August. Ages
16+ Science Fiction-Thriller-Violence-Murder
53. Damsel (Elena K Arnold) 
$19.99 $18.00
The rite has existed for as long as anyone can remember: When the king dies, his son the prince must venture out into the gray lands, slay a fierce
dragon, and rescue a damsel to be his bride. This is the way things have always been. When Ama wakes in the arms of Prince Emory, she knows
none of this. She has no memory of what came before she was captured by the dragon or what horrors she faced in its lair. She knows only this
handsome young man, the story he tells of her rescue, and her destiny of sitting on a throne beside him. It’s all like a dream, like something from
a fairy tale. As Ama follows Emory to the kingdom of Harding, however, she discovers that not all is as it seems. There is more to the legends of
the dragons and the damsels than anyone knows, and the greatest threats may not be behind her, but around her, now, and closing in. Ages
14+ Twisted Fairytales-Fantasy
54. Diary of a Confused Feminist (Kate Weston) 
$16.99 $15.30
“I feel like, in an equal world, there would be more penis admin ...” Kat Evans doesn’t know much about feminism, but she does know this.
Utterly hilarious and boldly honest, Kat tells it how it is - and it is INCREDIBLY embarrassing. 15-year-old Kat wants to do GOOD FEMINISM,
although she’s not always sure what that means. She also wants to be a writer, get together with Hot Josh (is this a feminist ambition?), win at
her coursework and not make a TOTAL EMBARRASSMENT of herself at all times. But the path to true feminism is filled with mortifying incidents,
muddling moments and Instagram hell. And it doesn’t help that Hot Josh is just, well, properly, distractingly hot. And when everything at school
starts to get a bit too much, Kat knows she’s lost her way, and the only way forward is to ask for help...Ages 13+ Relationships-FeminismHumour-Dilemma
55. Don’t Read the Comments (Eric Smith) 
$19.99 $18.00
Slay meets Eliza and Her Monsters in Eric Smith’s Don’t Read the Comments, an #ownvoices story in which two teen gamers find their virtual
worlds - and blossoming romance - invaded by the real-world issues of trolling and doxing in the gaming community. Ages 14+ CyberbullyingComputers-Internet-Internet Safety-Single Parent Family-Gaming
56. Dreamer Trilogy #1: Call Down the Hawk (Maggie Stiefvater)
$19.99 $18.00
The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed. Those who dream cannot stop dreaming-they can only try to control it. Those who
are dreamed cannot have their own lives-they will sleep forever if their dreamers die. Ronan Lynch is a dreamer. He can pull both curiosities and
catastrophes out of his dreams and into his compromised reality. Carmen Farooq-Lane is a hunter. Her brother was a dreamer . . . and a killer.
She has seen what dreaming can do to a person. And she has seen the damage that dreamers can do. But that is nothing compared to the
destruction that is about to be unleashed…Ages 13+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic
57. Follow Me, Like Me (Charlotte Seager) 
$17.99 $16.20
When sixteen-year-old Chloe replies to a DM from a gorgeous stranger, she has no idea what she’s inviting into her life. As her online fan becomes
increasingly obsessive, her real life starts to come apart at the seams and Chloe realizes she needs to find a way to stop him before things spiral
out of control. Misfit Amber’s online obsession with her personal trainer begins to creep into the real world. But when she hears a terrible rumor
about him, she drops everything to try and prove his innocence – even if it means compromising her own. In Follow Me, Like Me by Charlotte
Seager, Amber and Chloe might find that the truth is much harder to swallow than the lies. Ages 14+ Thriller-Suspense-Obsession-Social
Media
58. Fowl Twins, The (Eoin Colfer) 
$19.99 $15.99
Criminal genius runs in the family… Myles and Beckett Fowl are twins but the two boys are wildly different. Beckett is blonde, messy and sulks
whenever he has to wear clothes. Myles is impeccably neat, has an IQ of 170, and 3D prints a fresh suit every day – just like his older brother,
Artemis Fowl. A week after their eleventh birthday the twins are left in the care of house security system, NANNI, for a single night. In that time,
they befriend a troll on the run from a nefarious nobleman and an interrogating nun both of whom need the magical creature for their own gain .
. .Prepare for an epic adventure in which The Fowl Twins and their new troll friend escape, get shot at, kidnapped, buried, arrested, threatened,
killed (temporarily) . . . and discover that the strongest bond in the world is not the one forged by covalent electrons in adjacent atoms, but the
one that exists between a pair of twins. Ages 11+
59. Geography of Lost Things, The (Jessica Brody) 
$19.99 $18.00
Ali Collins doesn’t have room in her life for clutter or complications. So when her estranged father passes away and leaves her his only prized
possession-a 1968 Firebird convertible-Ali knows she won’t keep it. Not when it reminds her too much of all her father’s unfulfilled promises.
And especially not when a buyer three hundred miles up the Pacific coast is offering enough money for the car to save her childhood home from
foreclosure. There’s only one problem, though. Ali has no idea how to drive a stick shift. But her ex-boyfriend, Nico, does. The road trip gets off
to a horrible start, filled with unexpected detours, roadblocks, and all the uncomfortable tension that comes with being trapped in a car with your
ex. But when Nico starts collecting items from the quirky strangers they meet along the way, Ali starts to sense that these objects aren’t random.
Somehow they seem to be leading her to an unknown truth about her father. A truth that will finally prove to Ali that some things-even broken
things-are worth saving. Ages 15+ Relationships-Romance
60. Glass Town Wars (Celia Rees) 
$16.99 $15.30
All these Glass Town intrigues. No matter how long you’d been absent, how far you’d travelled, once you were back, it was as though you’d
never been away. Tom and Augusta are from different places and different times, but they meet in the virtual world to combine forces in battle,
to save a kingdom, escape a web of deceit and to find love. In a place where fictions can be truths and truths fictions, learning who to trust is
more than friendship, it is about survival. Glass Town Wars, inspired by the early writings of the Bronte’s, is a captivating, magical novel. Ages
13+ Fantasy-Magic Realism-Survival-Deceit
61. Go With the Flow: Graphic Novel (Lily Williams) 
$22.99 $20.70
Abby: the activist Sasha: the new girl Brit: the smart one Christine: the goofball. When these four best friends notice that the boys have brand new football uniforms and equipment while the girls bathrooms are still shamefully bereft of feminine hygiene products, they decide to take matters
into their own hands. They petition, they write letters, they make NOISE, and eventually maybe even go a little too far. This hilarious, poignant,
and fresh coming - of - age story chronicles a year in the life of these four young women, from friends, to fights, to first crushes as they navigate
the treacherous landscape of freshman year and learn that some fights are worth all the trouble. Ages 11+ Graphic Novel- Equal RightsFriendship-Coming Of Age-Growing Up
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$18.99 $17.10
62. Grief Angels (David Owen) 
15-year-old Owen Marlow is experiencing a great, disorienting loss after his father suddenly passed away and his mother moved them to a
new town. None of his old friends knew how to confront his grief, so he’s given up on trying to make new ones. There is one guy at school
who might prove to be different if he gives him a chance but lately, Owen has been overwhelmed by his sadness. He’s started to have strange,
powerful hallucinations of skeletal birds circling above him. Owen tells himself that these visions are just his brain’s way of trying to cope - until
one night, the birds descend and take him to an otherworldly forest. There, he is asked to go on a dangerous journey that promises to bring him
the understanding he so desperately seeks - if he can survive it. GRIEF ANGELS is an urgent and heartfelt look at the power of nostalgia and the
many different forms of grief. It’s about young men learning how to share their stories, and teens discovering who they are, and who they might
one day become. Ages 14+ Death/Bereavement-Family Unit-Grief-Healing-Acceptance
63. Heart So Fierce and Broken, A (Brigid Kemmerer)
$16.99 $15.30ea
Harper has freed Prince Rhen from the curse that almost destroyed his kingdom. But all is not well; rumours are rife that there is a rival heir with
a stronger claim to the throne and that ‘Princess’ Harper of Disi is nothing but a fraud. Grey has fled the castle carrying a terrible secret. When
he is discovered by soldiers and returned to Ironrose by force, Grey’s allegiances begin to shift. And as he grows closer to an enemy princess,
he is forced to decide whether he will stand against Rhen for the crown he never wanted. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Adventure-Mystery-Romance
64. Curse So Dark and Lonely, A
65. Honors #2: Honor Bound (Rachel Caine and Ann Aguirre) 
$19.99 $18.00ea
Savvy criminal turned skilled Leviathan pilot Zara Cole finds new friends and clashes with bitter enemies in the second book of this action-packed
series from New York Times bestselling authors Rachel Caine and Ann Aguirre that’s perfect for fans of The 100 and The Fifth Wave. Zara Cole
was a thief back on Earth, but she’s been recently upgraded to intergalactic fugitive. On the run after a bloody battle in a covert war that she never
expected to be fighting, Zara, her co-pilot Beatriz, and their Leviathan ship Nadim barely escaped the carnage with their lives. Now Zara and her
crew of Honors need a safe haven, far from the creatures who want to annihilate them. But they’ll have to settle for the Sliver: a wild, dangerous
warren of alien criminals. The secrets of the Sliver may have the power to turn the tide of the war they left behind-but in the wrong direction. Soon
Zara will have to make a choice: run from the ultimate evil-or stand and fight. Ages 14+
66. Honor Among Thieves #1
67. House of Night: Otherworld: Loved (PC Cast)
$19.99 $18.00
It’s Zoey’s eighteenth birthday and the Nerd Herd has been scattered across the country busily adulting for almost a year when Stark calls them
back to Tulsa to surprise Z. But all is not well in T-Town. Strange, dark signs are appearing-could it be possible Neferet is stirring? Not willing to
chance disaster striking again, Zoey calls on her newly reunited friends to circle with her and add a layer of protection over Neferet’s grotto jail.
Easy-peasy, right? Wrong. Nothing at the House of Night is ever as it seems. With rabid red vampyres closing in, Zoey and the Nerd Herd must
come together again and battle evil. But a year is a long time. Have these old friends grown too far apart? When the world fractures and allies
become enemies, will darkness devour friendships or will light save those she’s loved? Ages 15+
68. How She Died, How She Lived (Mary Crockett) 
$16.99 $15.30
I was one of five. The five girls Kyle texted that day. The girls it could have been. Me. Lindsey Farrier. Taylor Avril. Blair Mattern. Jamie Stroud. Only Jamie-beautiful, saintly Jamie--was kind enough to respond. And it got her killed. On the eve of Kyle’s sentencing a year after Jamie’s death, all the other
Chosen Ones are coping in various ways, but our narrator is stuck. She’s still trying to figure out why she gets to live, while Jamie is dead. Now she finds
herself drawn to Charlie, Jamie’s boyfriend--knowing all the while that their relationship will always be haunted by what-ifs and why-nots. How do you
go on living when you know it could have been you? Maybe should have been you? Ages 15+ Grief-Guilt-Survival-Murder-Coping-Relationships
69. Infinity Son (Adam Silvera) 
$19.99 $18.00
Balancing epic and intensely personal stakes, bestselling author Adam Silvera’s Infinity Son is a gritty, fast-paced adventure about two brothers
caught up in a magical war, generations in the making. Growing up in New York, brothers Emil and Brighton always idolized the Spell Walkers-a
vigilante group sworn to rid the world of specters. While the Spell Walkers and other celestials are born with powers, specters take them, violently
stealing the essence of endangered magical creatures. Brighton wishes he had a power so he could join the fray. Emil just wants the fighting to
stop. The cycle of violence has taken a toll, making it harder for anyone with a power to live peacefully and openly. In this climate of fear, a gang
of specters has been growing bolder by the day. Then, in a brawl after a protest, Emil manifests a power of his own-one that puts him right at the
heart of the conflict and sets him up to be the heroic Spell Walker Brighton always wanted to be. Brotherhood, love, and loyalty will be put to the
test, and no one will escape the fight unscathed. Ages 15+ LGBTQIA-Sexuality-Relationships-Fantasy
70. It’s My Life (Stacie Ramsey) 
$19.99 $18.00
Jenna’s never let her cerebral palsy get her down. But when she discovers that her condition was actually caused by medical malfeasance, she’s
furious with her parents, who withheld the truth. And as they push her to get yet another difficult procedure, Jenna feels her control over her life
starting to slip. Enter Julian, Jenna’s childhood crush. He’s just moved back into town and he’s struggling in school, so Jenna reaches out to him
— anonymously — to help. Soon, their conversations are about so much more than class. She’s falling for him all over again, fast and hard. But
would Julian still be interested in her if he knew who she really was? And can she find a way to take back her own narrative before she pushes
away everyone she loves? Ages 14+ Cerebral Palsy-Disability
71. Jack Courtney Adventure #1: Cloudburst (Wilbur Smith) 
$14.99 $11.99
Jack Courtney has lived in London his whole life. But this summer his parents are travelling to the Democratic Republic of the Congo for a gorilla
conference, and they’ve promised to take Jack and his friends with them. When his parents go missing in the rainforest, abducted by mercenaries,
nobody seems to have any answers. Jack is pretty sure that it’s got something to do with the nearby tantalum mines, but he needs to prove it.
Along with Amelia and Xander, Jack must brave the jungle to save his parents. Standing in his way is a member of his own family - Caleb Courtney.
There are western gorillas, forest elephants and hippos. But there are also bandits, mercenaries and hostile tribes. The three friends will need their
wits about them if they are not only to save Jack’s parents, but their own lives too. Ages 11+
72. Jane Eyre: A Retelling (Tanya Landman) 
$14.99 $13.50
Orphaned as a child, tormented by her guardian and cast out to a harsh boarding school, Jane Eyre has been raised in the shadow of cruelty and
isolation. But when she takes a job as governess in Thornfield Hall, where secrets lurk in the attic and strange laughter echoes through the night,
Jane meets the elusive Mr Rochester - and her life is irrevocably transformed. Poignantly and powerfully retold in this stunning edition, Jane Eyre
is the tale of a spirited heroine’s search for love, independence and belonging. This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock
so that even more readers can enjoy it. Ages 13+
73. Just Wreck It All (N Griffin) 
$17.99 $16.20
Wracked with guilt due to a horrific accident that maimed her best friend two years earlier, sixteen-year-old Bett’s life is a series of pluses and
minuses. But when the pluses start to outweigh the minuses, Bett is forced to confront her self-harming behavior in this powerful novel about selfforgiveness. Two years ago, Bett was badass. Fearless, feisty, athletic; the type of person who’d bike down a mountain ledge just for the thrill of it.
Give her a dare and she’d get it done, no question. But then she dared a friend, and instead of a thrill came horror and guilt. Now Bett divides her life
into Pluses and Minuses. Pluses are anything that make her feel good, things she doesn’t-nope, no way, no how-deserve. Minuses are punishments
she doles out to herself-literally, in the form of binge eating-when a Plus can’t be avoided. Now, Bett is extremely overweight, depressed, and the
opposite of badass. Which makes her happy. But is that a Plus? Bett’s system is beginning to crack, and revelations of that prank-gone-wrong
are threatening to come out. Just Wreck It All is a blaze of a novel about guilt and self-harm that explores how easy it is to punish ourselves, and
just how difficult it is to find the power to forgive ourselves. Ages 14+ Bullying-Body Image-Self Esteem/Resilience-Sport-Eating Disorder
74. Keystone (Katie Delahanty) 
$18.99 $17.10
When Ella Karman debuts on the Social Stock Exchange, she finds out life as a high - profile “Influencer” isn’t what she expected. Everyone
around her is consumed by their rankings, in creating the smoke and mirrors that make them the envy of the world. But then her best friend
betrays her, her rankings tank, and she loses—everything. She now has no choice but to join the Keystone Academy, a secret school for thieves
where students are being trained to steal everything analog and original because something—or someone—is changing the history books to
suit their needs. Partnered with the annoyingly hot—and utterly impossible—Garrett Alexander, Ella is forced to go undercover and return to the
Influencer world, where she’ll need to claw her way back up the social ladder, while unraveling a conspiracy that began decades ago. Or risk
losing everything—again. Ages 14+ Social Media-Revenge-Conspiracy
75. Kissing Booth #2: Going the Distance (Beth Reekles) 
$16.99 $15.30ea
Elle Evans seems to have finally tamed hotter-than-hot bad boy Noah Flynn, but now they’re facing a new challenge. Noah’s 3,000 miles away
at Harvard, which means they’re officially a long-distance couple - and it’s tough. After all, there’s only so much texts and calls can satisfy - and
when Elle sees a post which suggests Noah’s getting friendly with someone else, she’s devastated. On top of that, it’s hard to ignore new boy Levi.
He’s gentle, sweet, cute - and definitely interested in Elle. With her heart on the line, what’s a girl to do? Join Elle, Noah, Lee and all your favourite
Kissing Booth characters for another amazing romantic story that’s sure to have you swooning… Ages 14+ Romance-Relationships-Love
76. Kissing Booth, The #1
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77. Last 8, The (Laura Pohl) 
$17.99 $16.20
Clover Martinez has always been a survivor. But ‘survivor’ takes on a whole new meaning when aliens destroy earth as she knows it, killing everyone
she loves. When Clover hears an inexplicable radio message, she’s shocked to learn there are other survivors — and that they’re all at the former
Area 51. When she arrives, she’s greeted by a band of misfits who call themselves the Last Teenagers on Earth. Only they aren’t the ragtag group
of heroes Clover was expecting. The group seems more interested in hiding than fighting back. Just when Clover starts to wonder if she was
better off alone, she finds a hidden spaceship and doesn’t know what to believe… Ages 14+ Dystopian-Futuristic-Suspense-Thriller-Fantasy
78. Last Hours: Chain of Gold (Cassandra Clare) 
$27.99 $25.20
Evil is hiding in plain sight and the only thing more dangerous than fighting demons is falling in love. Cordelia Carstairs is a Shadowhunter, a
warrior trained since childhood to battle demons. When her father is accused of a terrible crime, she and her brother travel to Edwardian London
in hopes of preventing the family’s ruin. Cordelia’s mother wants to marry her off, but Cordelia is determined to be a hero rather than a bride. Soon
Cordelia encounters childhood friends James and Lucie Herondale and is drawn into their world of glittering ballrooms, secret assignations, and
supernatural salons, where vampires and warlocks mingle with mermaids and magicians. All the while, she must hide her secret love for James,
who is sworn to marry someone else. But Cordelia’s new life is blown apart when a shocking series of demon attacks devastate London. These
monsters are nothing like those Shadowhunters have fought before – these demons walk in daylight, strike down the unwary with incurable poison,
and seem impossible to kill. London is immediately quarantined. Trapped in the city, Cordelia and her friends discover that their own connection
to a dark legacy has gifted them with incredible powers – and force a brutal choice that will reveal the true cruel price of being a hero. Ages 14+
79. Lonely Dead, The (April Henry) 
$16.99 $15.30
For seventeen-year-old Adele Vanderarde, the dead aren’t really dead. She can see them and even talk to them. When Adele realizes her ex-friend Tori is
really a murder victim, she takes it upon herself to help Tori find her killer—before the killer finds Adele—or before Adele is charged with the murder. Master
mystery writer April Henry weaves another edge-of-your-seat murder mystery—this time with a chilling paranormal twist. Ages 14+ Mystery-Murder
80. Lorien Legacies Reborn: Return to Zero #3 (Pittacus Lore) 
$17.99 $16.20ea
Set in the pulse-pounding world of I Am Number Four, this fast-paced action-packed thriller follows the gifted students of The Human Garde
Academy. When teenagers around the globe develop new superpowers - new Legacies, the Garde create an Academy where they can develop
their gifts safely and a group of friends dubbed ‘Fugitive Six’ banded together to ensure the Academy’s continued safety. But a mysterious
organisation is threatening everything they stand for. An organisation that was behind the disappearance of numerous gifted teens. An organisation
much closer to home than they think. Ages 14+
81. Generation One: Lorien Legacies Reborn #1		
82. Fugitive Six: Lorien Legacies Reborn #2
83. Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children #5: Conference of the Birds, The (Ransom Riggs) 
$26.99 $24.30
‘Do you trust me?’ An instant bestseller, A Map of Days launched readers into the previously unexplored world of American peculiars, one bursting
with new questions, new allies, and new adversaries. Now, with enemies behind him and the unknown ahead, Jacob Portman’s story continues as
he takes a brave leap forward into The Conference of the Birds, the next instalment of the beloved, bestselling Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children
series. Ages 14+
84. Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children #1
$19.99 $18.00
86. Library of Souls #3  $19.99 $18.00
85. Hollow City: Second Novel of Miss Peregrine’s #2 $19.99 $18.00
87. Map of Days, A #4 
$17.99 $16.20
88. Night Country, The (Melissa Albert) 
$16.99 $15.30
For Alice Prosperine and Ellery Finch, the Hazel Wood was just the beginning of worlds beyond. Worlds where stories and real life convene,
where the light is always followed by the dark and where something - or someone - is coming for them . . . Can they escape The Night Country?
Ages 15+ Supernatural-Magic-Fantasy
89. Nyxia Triad #3: Nyxia Uprising (Scott Reintgen) 
$16.99 $15.30ea
The Genesis team finds their escape from the planet cut off after their launch station is destroyed. The countdown
is on as the collision of the two moons closes in and the remaining group of Genesis and Adamite survivors
attempt to cross battle-strewn continents in an effort to escape Eden in time. The battle will eventually take them
to space, where they will wrestle with Babel for control of the only ships that can get them home. Ages 14+
90. Nyxia #1		
91. Nyxia Unleashed #2
92. One of Us is Next (Karen McManus) 
$16.99 $15.30
Introducing- ONE OF US IS NEXT. Welcome back to Bayview High . . . It is a year after the action of One of Us Is Lying, and someone has started
playing a game of Truth or Dare. But this is no ordinary Truth or Dare. This game is lethal. Choosing the truth may reveal your darkest secrets,
accepting the dare could be dangerous, even deadly. The teenagers of Bayview must work together once again to find the culprit, before it’s too
late . . . Ages 15+ Thriller-Suspense-Murder-Mystery
93. One of Us Is Lying
$17.99 $16.20
94. Only a Breath Apart (Katie McGarry) 
$18.99 $17.10
Jesse dreams of working the land that’s been in his family forever. But he’s cursed to lose everything he loves most. Scarlett is desperate to escape her
“charmed” life. But leaving a small town is easier said than done. Despite their history of heartbreak, when Jesse sees a way they can work together
to each get what they want, Scarlett can’t say no. Each midnight meeting between Jesse and Scarlett will push them to confront their secrets and
their feelings for each other. Katie McGarry is an expert at spinning tales of high school love, angst, and class boundaries. In Only a Breath Apart Katie
returns to her roots, and is sure to appeal to her multitude of fans, as well as attract new teen readers. Ages 14+ Romance-Relationships-Love
95. Only Mostly Devastated (Sophie Gonzales) 
$17.99 $16.20
When Ollie meets Will over the summer break, he thinks he’s found his Happily Ever After. But once summer’s ended, Will stops texting him back, and Ollie
finds himself short of his fairy-tale ending. A family emergency sees Ollie uprooted and enrolled at a new school across the country - Will’s school - and
Ollie finds that the sweet, affectionate and comfortably queer guy he knew from summer isn’t the same one attending Collinswood High. This Will is a class
clown, a basketball jock and, well, a bit of a jerk. Ollie isn’t going to pine after a guy who isn’t ready for a relationship. But as school life repeatedly throws
them together, from music class to the lunch table, Ollie finds his resolve weakening. With the noisy drama of their friends as the backdrop - from ambitious
Juliette and frosty Lara, to big-hearted Darnell and king-jock Matt - Ollie has a decision to make. The last time he gave Will his heart, Will handed it back
to him trampled and battered. Ollie would have to be an idiot to trust him with it again. Right? Ages 14+ Relationships-LGBTQIA-Love-Acceptance
96. Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, The (Muriel Spark) 
$14.99 $13.50
At an Edinburgh school in the 1930s, glamorous, outspoken Miss Jean Brodie is quite certain of her role as teacher: to devote the wisdom of her
prime years to six young girls, the crème de la crème, who will receive an education of the most unique kind. Known in school as the infamous
Brodie set, the girls are soon entangled in their teacher’s world of unconventional ideas and manipulative schemes - destined to live in Miss Brodie’s
shadow for the rest of their lives. This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that even more readers can enjoy it. Ages 14+
97. Respect (Michaela Morgan) 
$12.99 $11.70
The remarkable true story of footballing star and war hero Walter Tull is brought to life in this brand-new edition of a Barrington Stoke bestseller.
Tully and his brother don’t have much. But they do have each other. And Tully has an amazing talent. Football. But when the First World War
begins, Tully must fight for respect on the battlefield not the pitch. Based on the amazing true story of Walter Tull, a First World War hero and one
of the first black British professional football players. This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that even more readers
can enjoy it. Ages 12+ Reluctant Readers-Dyslexia-War Stories-Racism-Football-Soccer
98. Reverie (Ryan La Sala)
$17.99 $16.20
When Kane tries to piece together his memories, his definition of reality starts to come undone... All Kane Montgomery knows is that the police
found him half-dead in the river. The only witness — his little sister Sophia — claims he was dragged there by something not of this world. If Kane
can’t come up with a better explanation, he’ll be shipped off to award. As Kane pieces together clues, he’s confronted by reality rapidly coming
undone. The local community college warps into a subterranean temple, a historical estate nearby blooms into a Victorian romance, and people
come out of the woodwork, claiming to be his secret friends. Increasingly tangible and terrifying realities materialize around Kane…and then his
memories begin to return. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic
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99. See All the Stars (Kit Frick) 
$17.99 $16.20
Then: They were four - Bex, Jenni, Ellory, Ret. (Venus. Earth. Moon. Sun.) Headstrong, loyal, electric ; Ellory’s whole solar system. Now: Ellory is
alone, her once inseparable group of friends torn apart by secrets, deception and a shocking moment that changed their lives forever. Then: Lazy
summer days. A party. A beautiful boy. The beginnings of a spectacular, bright love. Now: Senior year, and Ellory’s back at school after a two-month
suspension and summer away - no boyfriend, no friends. No going back. Tormented by some and sought out by others, and consumed by guilt over
her not entirely innocent role in everything and everyone she’s lost, Ellory finds that even in the present, the past is everywhere. The path forward isn’t
a straight line. And moving on will mean sorting the truth from the lies - the lies Ellory has been telling herself. Ages 14+ Mystery-Thriller-Suspense
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100. Shadow Skye #1: Good Hawk, The (Joseph Elliott) 
$16.99 $15.30
If everything was taken from you, what would you do to get it back? Agatha patrols the sea wall with pride, despite those in her clan who question
her right to be there, because of the condition she was born with. Jaime is a reluctant Angler, full of self-doubt and afraid of the sea. When disaster
strikes, the pair must embark on a terrifying journey to a land where forgotten magic and dark secrets lurk in every shadow...Ages 12+ Down’s
Syndrome-Fantasy-Adventure-Dystopian
101. Spellhacker (MK England) 
$19.99 $18.00
In Kyrkarta, magic-known as maz-was once a freely available natural resource. Then an earthquake released a magical plague, killing thousands
and opening the door for a greedy corporation to make maz a commodity that’s tightly controlled-and, of course, outrageously expensive. Which
is why Diz and her three best friends run a highly lucrative, highly illegal maz siphoning gig on the side. Their next job is supposed to be their last
heist ever. But when their plan turns up a powerful new strain of maz that (literally) blows up in their faces, they’re driven to unravel a conspiracy
at the very center of the spell plague-and possibly save the world. No pressure. Ages 13+ Fantasy-Magic-Plague-Disaster-Conspiracy
102. St Rosetta’s Academy Novel #1: Of Curses and Kisses (Sandhya Menton)
$16.99 $15.30
For Princess Jaya Rao, nothing is more important than family. That’s why when she finds out she’ll be attending the same elite boarding school
as Grey Emerson, a member of the rival royal family behind a humiliating scandal involving her little sister, she schemes to get revenge on the
young nobleman in order to even the score between their families. The plan? Make him fall in love with her and then break his heart the way his
family has broken hers. Grey Emerson doesn’t connect with people easily. Due to a curse placed on his family by the Raos that his superstitious
father unquestioningly, annoyingly believes in, Grey grew up internalising that he was doomed from the day he was born. Sequestered away at
St. Rosetta’s Academy, he’s lived a quiet existence in relative solitude. That is, until Jaya Rao bursts into his life. Jaya is exuberant and elegant
and unlike anyone Grey has ever met before, but he can’t help feeling that she’s hiding something behind her beautiful smile and charmingly
awkward attempts at flirting. Despite his better instincts, though, he starts to fall for her. Jaya’s plan isn’t totally going according to plan. For one,
Grey is aggravatingly handsome. And for two, she’s realising there’s maybe more to him than his name and his family imply. The stars are crossed
for Jaya and Grey. But can they still find their fairy-tale ending? Ages 14+ Family Unit-Relationships-Magic-Boarding School-Romance
103. Switch Up, The (Katy Cannon) 
$16.99 $15.30
Two girls board the same flight to London as complete strangers. When the plane touches down, it’s the beginning of the craziest plan ever.
Can Willa and Alice really swap lives for the summer? Things are going to get complicated... The first in a fun new series, this summer read is
The Parent Trap meets Freaky Friday. Ages 13+ Relationships-Romance-Family Unit-Identity
104. The Haven #3: Deadfall (Simon Lelic)
$16.99 $15.30ea
You don’t know it exists, but when you have nowhere else to turn, the Haven will find you ... An adrenaline-fuelled adventure, third in
the Haven series, by top thriller writer Simon Lelic. Our city. Our secret. Our rules. The Haven is a secret organisation - run by kids,
for kids. But the police are on to them, and Ollie’s friend Lily is locked up in an off-grid, high-security prison. Ollie and the Haven’s
investigations team are forced to choose: do they hide away and protect what they have? Or do they stay true to the Haven’s
mission, helping kids in trouble wherever - and whoever - they may be? It’s a decision that will threaten the Haven’s very existence
... Ages 14+ Adventure-Mystery
105. Haven, The #1
106. Revolution, The #2
107. This is Kind of an Epic Love Story (Karen Callendar) 
$19.99 $18.00
Nathan Bird, who has sworn off happy endings but is sorely tested when his former best friend, Ollie, moves back to town. Nathan Bird doesn’t
believe in happy endings. Although he’s the ultimate film buff and an aspiring screenwriter, Nate’s seen the demise of too many relationships to
believe that happy endings exist in real life. Playing it safe to avoid a broken heart has been his MO ever since his father died and left his mom to
unravel-but this strategy is not without fault. His best-friend-turned-girlfriend-turned-best-friend-again, Florence, is set on making sure Nate finds
someone else. And in a twist that is rom-com-worthy, someone does come along: Oliver James Hernández, his childhood best friend. After a
painful mix-up when they were little, Nate finally has the chance to tell Ollie the truth about his feelings. But can Nate find the courage to pursue
his own happily ever after. Ages 14+ Relationships-LGBTQIA
108. Truly Devious #2: Vanishing Stair, The (Maureen Johnson) 
$19.99 $18.00
The Truly Devious case-an unsolved kidnapping and triple murder that rocked Ellingham Academy in 1936-has consumed Stevie Bell for years.
It’s the very reason she came to the academy. But then her classmate Hayes Major was murdered, and though she identified his killer, her parents
quickly pull her out of school. For her safety, they say. Stevie’s willing to do anything to get back to Ellingham, be with her friends, and solve the
case. Even if it means making a deal with the despicable Senator Edward King. And when Stevie finally returns, she also returns to David: the guy
she kissed, the guy she’s conflicted about at all times, and the guy who lied about his identity, Edward King’s son. But larger issues are at play.
Was Hayes’s death really solved Where did his murderer hide away to What’s the meaning of the riddle Albert Ellingham left behind. And what,
exactly, is at stake in the Truly Devious affair. The Ellingham case isn’t just a piece of history-it’s a live wire into the present. The path to the truth has
more twists and turns than Stevie can imagine, and moving forward involves hurting someone she cares for. In New York Times bestselling author
Maureen Johnson’s second novel in the Truly Devious series, someone will pay for the truth with their life. Ages 14+ Mystery-Murder-Thriller
109. Truly Devious #1
$17.99 $16.20
110. Truth or Dare (Celia Rees) 
$16.99 $15.30
Uncle Patrick died young. That’s all Josh knows. When Josh and his mother go to stay with his grandmother for the summer, he assumes it’s
going to be the worst summer of his life. That is until he finds a hidden attic and a collection of strange drawings by his uncle, Patrick, who died
suddenly in his teens. Patrick has no grave. His name is never spoken. As Josh explores his mother’s home town and follows Patrick’s footsteps
he begins to uncover the dark truth his family has hidden for forty years ... With the truth hidden between two summers decades apart, Truth
or Dare by Celia Rees is a page-turning story of shame, secrets and the unbreakable bond of family. Ages 13+ Family Unit-Thriller-Secret
111. Waning Age, The (SE Grove) 
$17.99 $16.20
The time is now. The place is San Francisco. The world is filled with adults devoid of emotion and children on the cusp of losing their feelings--of
“waning”--when they reach their teens. Natalia Pena has already waned. So why does she love her little brother with such ferocity that, when he’s
kidnapped by a Big Brother-esque corporation, she’ll do anything to get him back? From the New York Times bestselling author of The Glass
Sentence comes this haunting story of one determined girl who will use her razor-sharp wits, her martial arts skills, and, ultimately, her heart
to fight killers, predators, and the world’s biggest company to rescue her brother--and to uncover the shocking truth about waning. Ages 14+
Dystopian-Futuristic-Science Fiction
112. Wells of Sorcery #1: Ship of Smoke and Steel (Django Wexler)
$18.99 $17.10
In the lower wards of Kahnzoka, the great port city of the Blessed Empire, eighteen-year-old ward boss Isoka enforces the will of her criminal
masters with the power of Melos, the Well of Combat. The money she collects goes to keep her little sister living in comfort, far from the bloody
streets they grew up on. When Isoka’s magic is discovered by the government, she’s arrested and brought to the Emperor’s spymaster, who
sends her on an impossible mission: steal Soliton, a legendary ghost ship-a ship from which no one has ever returned. If she fails, her sister’s
life is forfeit. On board Soliton, nothing is as simple as it seems. Isoka tries to get close to the ship’s mysterious captain, but to do it she must
become part of the brutal crew and join their endless battles against twisted creatures. She doesn’t expect to have to contend with feelings for a
charismatic fighter who shares her combat magic, or for a fearless princess who wields an even darker power. Wexler’s Ship of Smoke and Steel
is an action-packed epic fantasy adventure with a meticulously constructed magic system and an immersive secondary world. Perfect for fans of
heroines like Celaena Sardothien, Jessica Jones, and Avatar Korra. Ages 14+
113. What Kind of Girl (Alyssa Sheinmel)
$18.99 $17.10
‘He said we’d go to the same college, that we’d live in the same dorm, that we’d end up working in the same city after graduation. Doesn’t every
girl dream that her boyfriend will love her like that?’ The girls at North Bay Academy are taking sides. It all started when Mike Parker’s girlfriend
showed up with a bruise on her face. Or, more specifically, when she walked into the principal’s office and said Mike hit her. But the students have
questions: Why did she go to the principal and not the police? Why did she stay so long if he was hurting her? Obviously, if it’s true, Mike should
be expelled. But is it true? Some girls want to rally for his expulsion - and some want to rally around Mike. The only thing that the entire student
body can agree on? Someone is lying. And the truth has to come out. Ages 14+ Violence-Relationships-Abuse
114. Yes No Maybe So (Becky Albertalli and Aisha Saeed) 
$17.99 $16.20
Jamie Goldberg is cool with volunteering for his local state candidate - as long as he’s behind the scenes. There’s no way he’d ever knock on
doors to ask people for their votes…until he meets Maya. Maya Rehman’s having the worst Ramadan ever. Her best friend is too busy to hang
out, her summer trip is cancelled, her parents are separating and now her mother thinks the solution to her problems is political canvassing - with
some awkward guy she hardly knows ... Going door to door isn’t exactly glamorous, but maybe it’s not the worst thing in the world. After all, the
polls are getting closer - and so are Maya and Jamie. Mastering local activism is one thing. Navigating the cross-cultural crush of the century is
another thing entirely. Ages 14+ Religion-Culture-Politics-Romance
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115. Camping Cookbook, The (Dorling Kindersley) 
$19.99 $18.00
Alongside traditional campfire favourites such as barbecue chicken, grilled corn on the cob and kebab skewers, you’ll find recipes for campfire
breads, grilled camembert, quick pancakes and even chocolate cakes baked inside oranges. The eclectic mix of recipes will satisfy the more
adventurous outdoor cook, while the step-by-step instructions and mouth-watering photography make the recipes easy to follow for those new
to cooking outdoors.
116. DIY Survival Manual Natural Disaster (Ben Hubbard) 
$17.99 $16.20
DIY Survival Manual: Natural Disasters has the answers to help you prepare for, survive and endure any major natural disaster. Packed with easy to
read step-by-step instructions, top tips and real-life survivor accounts. Myth-busting boxes explain the science behind the disasters and common
misconceptions held. Discover how each natural disaster is formed and how to always be prepared for every likely scenario. Can you stay calm
in the midst of an avalanche? Do you know what to do when a tornado warning sounds? How can you identify different types of wildfire? Take
the tests and on-the-spot quizzes to find out whether you are a true survivor.
117. Eyewitness: Forensic Science (Dorling Kindersley) 
$14.99 $13.50
What is forensic science and how is it used to solve a crime? How do you know if a red stain is blood or ketchup, or whose blood it is? Can
computers really recognize your face in a crowd? How do scientists decide how old bones are, and trace who they once belonged to? Explore
the fascinating, and sometimes gory, world of forensics, where science helps crack the case. Learn why it is important to secure a crime scene,
why fingerprints are critical clues, and how DNA sampling works. Find out how maggots can reveal how long someone has been dead, or how
a single fabric fibre can lead to the murderer. From the scene of the crime to testing in the laboratory, you will get to know how all the clues are
put together to tell a story and reveal the guilty person. Discover how methods have changed since the days of Sherlock Holmes, the latest
technology in use today, and techniques of the future. Flip to the reference section to learn about pioneers in the field, see a timeline of forensic
firsts, and locate museums and special websites to visit for further inspiration and exploration. The glossary gives you all the vocab you need to
sound like a real CSI expert.
118. ESports: The Ultimate Guide (Compilation) 
$16.99 $15.30
An insider’s guide to the world of eSportsall games rated T for teen or younger. This includes all the biggest and best competitive games and
eSports teams and players from little league to stadium-filling championships, including a deep dive into all the top games, leagues, players and
more. It also includes beginner tips and tricks for each of the top games, like Overwatch, League of Legends, Minecraft, Rocket League, Dota 2,
Fortnite, PUBG, Call of Duty and more, while using real players’ strategies and tactics to win.
119. Find Your Girl Squad (Angharad Rudkin) 
$16.99 $15.30
Friendships are SO difficult to get right - and when rumours swirl or dramas unfold, your confidence vanishes and the worries start to take over.
In this essential guide to friendship you’ll meet Poppy, who’s juggling all sorts of dilemmas at school. But whether it’s coping with feeling left out,
handling bullies or embracing her true weird and wonderful self, friendship expert Dr Angharad Rudkin and author Ruth Fitzgerald are there to
help with positive, practical advice. As you follow Poppy’s trials and tribulations, you’ll discover the secrets to finding your own ultimate girl squad
- one which loves you for YOU.
120. Missing: True Story of My Family in World War 2, The (Michael Rosen) 
$22.99 $20.70
A personal, powerful and resonant account of the Holocaust by one of this country’s best-loved children’s authors. By turns charming, shocking
and heart-breaking, this is the true story of Michael Rosen’s search for his relatives who “went missing” during the Second World War – told
through prose, poetry, maps and pictures. When Michael was growing up, stories often hung in the air about his great-uncles: one was a clockmender and the other a dentist. They were there before the war, his dad would say, and weren’t after. Over many years, Michael tried to find out
exactly what happened: he interviewed family members, scoured the internet, pored over books and traveled to America and France. The story
he uncovered was one of terrible persecution – and it has inspired his poetry for years since. Here, poems old and new are balanced against an
immensely readable narrative; both an extraordinary account and a powerful tool for talking to children about the Holocaust. History Year 10
121. Unlocking the Universe (Stephen Hawking) 
$26.99 $24.30
Have you ever wondered how the universe began? Or what it takes to put humans on the moon - or even on Mars? What would you do if you
could travel through space and time? Embark on the adventure of a lifetime in this beautiful collection of up-to-the-minute essays by the world’s
leading scientists including Professor Stephen Hawking himself, plus mind-blowing facts and out-of-this-world colour photographs.
122. What is Mental Health? And Other Big Questions (Lucy Maddox) 
$28.99 $26.10
Exploring and explaining the range of mental health, from wellbeing through to mental health problems, in a non-stigmatising, accessible and
accurate way. This book is about the whole range of mental health, from feeling good and being able to do what we like, to needing extra help
with thoughts or feelings or behaviours that have got out of hand. Having a mental health problem is part of the range of human experiences that
any of us could have, and the book includes pieces from a range of contributors who share their experiences realting to mental health. Mental
health problems can be frightening to experience, but there is help available and this book includes useful skills that can boost mental healthiness.
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